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Theoretical and computational models such as transfer-appropriate
processing (TAP) and global matching models have emphasized
the encoding–retrieval interaction of memory representations in
generating false memories, but relevant neural mechanisms are
still poorly understood. By manipulating the sensory modalities
(visual and auditory) at different processing stages (learning and
test) in the Deese–Roediger–McDermott task, we found that the
auditory-learning visual-test (AV) group produced more false
memories (59%) than the other three groups (42∼44%) [i.e., visual
learning visual test (VV), auditory learning auditory test (AA), and
visual learning auditory test (VA)]. Functional imaging results
showed that the AV group’s proneness to false memories was
associated with (i) reduced representational match between the
tested item and all studied items in the visual cortex, (ii) weakened
prefrontal monitoring process due to the reliance on frontal mem-
ory signal for both targets and lures, and (iii) enhanced neural
similarity for semantically related words in the temporal pole as
a result of auditory learning. These results are consistent with the
predictions based on the TAP and global matching models and
highlight the complex interactions of representations during
encoding and retrieval in distributed brain regions that contribute
to false memories.
false memory | study modality | fMRI | visual | auditory
Memory is the ability to encode, store, and retrieve in-formation that we encounter in our environment. How-
ever, it is not always reliable. Ample evidence has shown that
both exogenous misinformation (1) and endogenous memory
distortion (2) can lead to false memories. The prevalence of false
memories is also affected by other factors such as the sensory
modality in which the information is initially learned and sub-
sequently tested (3). For example, in the Deese–Roediger–
McDermott (DRM) task, the auditory-study visual-test (AV)
condition has been shown to produce more false memories
compared with the visual-study visual-test (VV) condition (3–5).
Perhaps not coincidentally, most previous misinformation stud-
ies that created high rates of false memories also chose to plant
false information in a one particular sensory modality (e.g.,
verbally retelling a story) which was different from the modality
in which the original information was acquired (e.g., viewing a
scene) (6–8).
Theoretical and computational models have long emphasized
the interactions of memory representations during encoding and
retrieval in determining both true and false memories (9). For
example, according to the transfer-appropriate processing (TAP)
(10) and encoding specificity (11) hypotheses, successful memory
performance tends to occur when there is a substantial similarity
between the encoding and retrieval processes. The TAP hy-
pothesis gains support from a vast body of behavioral research
(12). For example, better memory can be achieved when the
modality or context of initial study and that of subsequent testing
is matched (13). Such a match of context has been found to in-
crease true memories and reduce false memories (3). Using
multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) that could examine the
representational content carried by the neural activation pattern,
studies have tested the TAP model directly. The results indicated
that the match in context during encoding and retrieval enhances
the neural pattern similarity between encoding and retrieval (i.e.,
encoding–retrieval similarity), which in turn increases the strength
of true memory (14).
In addition to the encoding–retrieval interaction of represen-
tations for the same item, emerging evidence suggests that the
memory of a given item also depends on its interaction with all
other items in the same episodic space as well as the knowledge
stored in long-term memory (9). As an extension of the TAP
model, the global matching hypothesis (15, 16) posits that the
memory strength of a given item derives from the match (mea-
sured as similarity) between its representation and those of all other
studied items in the episodic memory space (17–20). Moreover,
false memory in the DRM paradigm is a result of many partial
matches between the representations of critical lures and those
of studied items, leading to strong overall matches with memory
traces (2). By integrating the TAP and global matching mecha-
nisms, a previous MVPA study calculated the encoding–retrieval
neural global pattern similarity (ER-nGPS), which reflected the
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representational match between a given item during retrieval
and all other studied items during encoding (21). They found
that the ER-nGPS in distributed brain regions could predict the
strength of both true and false memories. Besides the repre-
sentation in the episodic memory space, the semantic similarity
in the temporal pole (i.e., schema), which reflects one’s semantic
organizations, could also predict both true and false memories,
reflecting the adaptive nature of false memories (22).
Importantly, studies have further revealed that multiple rep-
resentations and processes may contribute differentially to true
and false memories. For example, a recent meta-analysis of
studies using univariate analysis suggests that the frontal cortex
shows greater activations for false memory than true memory,
whereas the visual cortex shows mixed results varying by the type
of baselines and modality of stimulus (23). The MVPA study
suggests that whereas the ER-nGPS in the frontoparietal cortex
is associated with both true and false memories, the ER-nGPS in
the visual cortex is only associated with true memory for visually
presented learning materials (21). Interestingly, the increased
activation in the prefrontal cortex for lures, compared with foils
and targets, was mainly due to the fact that lures (but not foils
and targets) involved discrepant memory signals between the
visual cortex and the frontoparietal cortex (21). Nevertheless, no
study has thus far examined how the contextual match may
modulate these mechanisms to influence the rate of false as well
as true memories.
The current study addressed these issues with two experi-
ments. In Exp. 1, we used the DRM paradigm to examine the
modality effect by comparing four experimental conditions in a
behavioral study: the AV, VV, auditory-learning auditory-test
(AA), and visual-learning auditory-test (VA) conditions. Based
on the behavioral results of Exp. 1, Exp. 2 compared the VV and
AV conditions with fMRI data to examine the neural mecha-
nisms associated with elevated false memories under the AV
condition. Using fMRI and MVPA, we tested three main hy-
potheses derived from the global matching model and TAP hy-
pothesis. First, the ER-nGPS in the frontoparietal cortex should
be comparable for AV and VV conditions, because this brain
region contains supramodal representation supporting both true
and false memories. Second, the VV condition would show
greater ER-nGPS in the visual cortex than would the AV con-
dition, because the latter involved modality mismatch. Further-
more, we predicted that ER-nGPS in the visual cortex would
contribute to true memory for the VV condition but not the AV
condition and would not contribute to false memories in either
condition. Third, we predicted that as no memory signal in the
visual cortex was available to differentiate true and false mem-
ories in the AV condition, the prefrontal cortex would show a
smaller increase for lures relative to targets and foils in the AV
than in the VV condition, resulting in more false memories.
Furthermore, since previous studies suggested that semantic
similarity and neural semantic representation in the temporal
pole could predict false memories (22), we further examined
which modality could modulate the involvement of semantic
coding and false memories. Our results provide important neural
evidence to highlight the complex interactions of memory rep-
resentations during encoding and retrieval in creating false
memories as well as true ones (9).
Results
Auditory Encoding and Visual Retrieval (AV) Elicited the Highest Rate
of False Memories. Given the critical role of experimental pa-
rameters in determining the prevalence of false memories, we
first conducted a behavioral study (Exp. 1) to examine the mo-
dality effect on false recognition, using a slow DRM paradigm
that would be needed in the subsequent fMRI study to estimate
the blood oxygen level-dependent signal pattern associated with
each trial (Methods and Fig. 1A). Participants made pleasantness
judgment on nine word lists, each containing eight semantically
related words. After a 10-min filler task, participants took a
recognition test consisting of 36 targets (studied), 36 lures (se-
mantically related but unstudied), and 36 foils (unrelated and
unstudied). A total of 118 healthy young college students were
randomly assigned into one of the four experimental groups (i.e.,
AV, VV, VA, and AA). All experimental paradigms and pa-
rameters (including the stimulus duration) were matched across
the groups except for the sensory modality of the stimuli during
learning and test.
Results showed substantial rates of false memories in each of
the four groups. During the test, between 42% and 59% of the
critical lures were judged as old items (LO), compared with
between 5% and 16% of the foils judged as old (FO) (P < 0.001)
(SI Appendix, Table S1). Critically, the false-memory rates were
significantly higher in the AV group (59%) than in the other
three groups (42 ∼ 44%) (P < 0.002), the latter of which did not
differ among themselves (P > 0.20). Using the corrected false-
memory rate (i.e., LO − FO), which controlled for guessing, we
still found that the rates of false memories in the AV group
(43%) were significantly greater than in the VV group (36%)
(P = 0.04), and marginally greater than the VA group (37%) (P =
0.08). No other group differences were significant (P > 0.25) (Fig.
1B and SI Appendix, Table S1). It is worth noting that corrected
true memory [i.e., TO (targets judged as old) − FO] was lower in
the AV group (73%) than the other three groups (81, 83, and 81%
for VV, AA, and VA, respectively) (P < 0.02), with no differences
among the latter three groups (P > 0.50). Simply put, the results
suggest that the AV condition induced significantly higher rates
of false memory and lower rates of true memory than the VV
condition. The reaction time data indicated that subjects were
faster to recognize studied items and reject unrelated foils than
to recognize and reject lures, and slower to make judgments in
auditory presentations than in visual presentations (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1A).
Memory Under Auditory Encoding Relied More on Semantic
Information than on Visual Encoding. A previous study suggests
that semantic similarity across items has a greater effect on false
memories than on true memories (21). In an exploratory analy-
sis, we examined whether stimulus modality would modulate this
semantic similarity effect. To do this, we asked subjects to rate
the semantic similarity among all words (targets and lures) within
each list after the memory test and then calculated the semantic
global similarity (sGS) for each item (target or lure) by averaging
a given item’s semantic similarity with all other studied items
belonging to the same list. For lures, there were positive corre-
lations between the sGS and the memory of lures in all four
groups [r (34) = 0.46, 0.50, 0.47, and 0.55, P < 0.005, for AV, VV,
AA, and VA, respectively] (SI Appendix, Fig. S2A). For targets,
there were also positive correlations between the sGS and the
memory of targets in the AV [r (34) = 0.40, P = 0.02] and AA
groups [r (34) = 0.41 P = 0.01], but not in the VV and VA groups
[r (34) = 0.17 and −0.09, P > 0.31, for the VV and VA groups,
respectively]. Direct comparison of these correlations suggested
that semantic similarity produces stronger effects (i.e., more
positive correlations) on targets under the two auditory study
conditions (i.e., AA and AV) than the VA condition (P =
0.03 and 0.04), but not the VV condition (P = 0.28 and 0.31). It
should be noted that these differences could not be accounted
for by the differences in the range (or SDs) of their distributions
(SI Appendix, Table S2).
Replication of the Behavioral Results in an Independent Sample of the
fMRI Study. To reiterate, the behavioral experiment revealed
higher rates of false memories in the AV than in the other three
conditions. To examine the neural mechanisms, we then did an
fMRI study (i.e., Exp. 2) by recruiting an independent sample of
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59 participants and randomly assigning them into the AV (n =
30; 15 females) and VV (n = 29; 13 females) groups. We chose
the VV condition as the reference group because VV and AV
were the most frequently studied conditions in previous behav-
ioral and fMRI studies of false memory (23), and the repre-
sentational mechanisms under the VV condition have been
extensively examined previously (21). Behavioral results of Exp.
2 replicated those of Exp. 1 (SI Appendix, Table S1). Specifically,
there were more false memories of the critical lures (P = 0.006)
and fewer true memories (P = 0.02) for AV than for VV, but no
significant difference in false reporting of foils (P = 0.21). Again,
after correcting for guessing, we still found more false memories
in AV (47%) than in VV (39%) (P = 0.04), and fewer corrected
true memories in AV (71%) than in VV (81%) (P = 0.02) (Fig.
1C and SI Appendix, Table S1). The reaction time data revealed
that subjects were faster in VV than in AV (P < 0.001), but there
was no significant modality-by-response interaction [F(3,171) =
1.86, P = 0.14] (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B). Finally, we again found
that semantic similarity had similar effects (i.e., positive corre-
lations) on lures under both AV [r (34) = 0.51, P = 0.001] and
VV [r (34) = 0.50, P = 0.002] conditions (difference in correla-
tions, P = 0.93) but stronger effects (i.e., more positive correla-
tions) on targets under the AV condition [r (34) = 0.57, P =
0.0003] than under the VV condition [r (34) = 0.09, P = 0.62]
(difference in correlations, P = 0.02) (SI Appendix, Fig. S2B),
suggesting that auditory encoding led to greater semantic asso-
ciations than did visual encoding.
ER-nGPS in the Left Middle Frontal Gyrus Predicted both True and
False Memories in VV and AV. Having demonstrated that AV eli-
cited more false memories than did VV, we then compared the
neural representations of true and false memories between these
two conditions. In particular, we integrated both the TAP and
global matching mechanisms by calculating the ER-nGPS, which
reflected the neural activation pattern similarity (Pearson r) of
each test item at retrieval with the neural activation pattern of all
72 studied items at encoding (Fig. 2A). We predicted that ER-
nGPS in the frontoparietal region should be positively associated
with memory strength for both true and false memories, under
both AV and VV conditions, but the ER-nGPS in the visual
cortex should be specific to the VV condition due to the modality
mismatch under the AV condition.
For the VV condition, a whole-brain searchlight analysis
revealed that the ER-nGPS associated with true memory
strength [i.e., TO vs. FN (foils judged as new)] was located in the
left middle frontal gyrus [LMFG; Montreal Neurological In-
stitute (MNI): −50, 16, 30, Z = 5.83] and the left dorsal lateral
occipital complex (LdLOC; MNI: −30, −64, 38, Z = 5.30). For
the AV condition, the ER-nGPS associated with true memory
strength (i.e., TO vs. FN) was found in the LMFG (MNI: −34,
18, 24, Z = 4.43), the right inferior frontal gyrus (RIFG; MNI:
46, 6, 18, Z = 3.74), the paracingulate gyrus (PACG; MNI: −6,
30, 28, Z = 3.99), the left supramarginal gyrus (LSMG; MNI:
−64, −38, 32, Z = 3.81), the left superior parietal lobule (LSPL;
MNI: −30, −56, 44, Z = 4.57), the lingual gyrus (LING; MNI:
−8, −60, 2, Z = 3.95), and the right precuneus (PCUN; MNI:
12, −62, 24, Z = 3.49). Conjunction analysis revealed two overlapping
clusters across AV and VV conditions, the LMFG (MNI: −54, 10, 38,
Z = 3.87) and LING (MNI: −8, −60, 2, Z = 3.80).
Focusing on these regions, we further examined the hypothesis
that the ER-nGPS in these regions were also associated with
Fig. 1. Experimental procedure and behavioral results of modality effect on true and false memories. (A) Experimental procedure in AV, VV, AA, and VA
groups. At encoding, 72 words (nine lists of eight semantically related words) were presented visually for VV and VA and auditorily for AV and AA. Par-
ticipants were asked to make a pleasantness judgment on each word. At retrieval, 108 words (36 targets, 36 lures, and 36 foils) were presented visually for VV
and AV and auditorily for AA and VA. Participants were asked to make a memory judgment on each word. The slow event-related design (each trial lasting
12 s) was used for both encoding and retrieval phases. Each word was presented for 1 s, with another 2 s for judgment. (B and C) The corrected true memory
(i.e., the endorsement rate of targets judged as old minus that of foils judged as old) and corrected false memory (i.e., the endorsement rate of lures judged as
old minus that of foils judged as old) in Exp. 1 (B) and Exp. 2 (C). Error bars indicate between-participant SEs. AV had higher false memory and lower true
memory than did VV in both experiments.
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false memories. Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a signif-
icant main effect of false memory [LO vs. LN (lures judged as
new)] in the LMFG [F(1,57) = 9.82, P = 0.003] but not in the
LING [F(1,57) = 0.90, P = 0.35]. No effect of experimental
condition or condition-by-false-memory interaction was found in
these regions (Fig. 2B). Together, our results suggested that the
ER-nGPS in the LMFG was predictive of both true and false
memories, whereas the ER-nGPS in the LING was predictive of
true memory, regardless of sensory modality of learning.
The ER-nGPS in the Visual Cortex Predicted True Memory in VV but
Not in AV.Having identified the common mechanisms for VV and
AV conditions, we further examined whether the VV condition
had any additional true memory signal (i.e., TO − FN) compared
with the AV condition. We did not directly compare between
AV and VV as it could be confounded by general task differ-
ences due to modality mismatch. As predicted, a whole-brain
direct comparison (i.e., VV [TO-FN] − AV [TO-FN]) revealed
greater ER-nGPS for VV than AV in the bilateral visual cortex,
including the LdLOC (MNI: −32, −66, 38, Z = 4.27), the left
ventral lateral occipital complex (LvLOC; MNI: −42, −92, −2,
Z = 4.48), and the right ventral lateral occipital complex
(RvLOC; MNI: 38, −76, −16, Z = 4.25). No brain region showed
greater ER-nGPS for TO-FN in AV than VV. Post hoc paired-
sample tests in the above regions revealed that in the LdLOC the
ER-nGPS was significantly associated with true memory strength
(i.e., TO > FN) in VV (P < 0.001), but not in AV (P = 0.70) (Fig.
2C). A similar pattern was found in the LvLOC and RvLOC (SI
Appendix, Fig. S3).
Also consistent with our hypothesis, there was no significant
interaction between modality (AV vs. VV) and false memory
(LO vs. LN) in these visual regions of interest (ROIs). A further
analysis revealed that these regions were not associated with
false memory strength, that is, no significant differences between
LO and LN for either VV (P > 0.46) or AV (P > 0.15). Together,
these results suggest that the ER-nGPS in the visual cortex was
associated with true memory, and it was stronger for VV than
for AV.
The ER-nGPS in the Left Hippocampus Predicted True Memory in VV
but Not in AV. The whole-brain searchlight analysis revealed no
effect of ER-nGPS in the hippocampus. The hippocampus is a
crucial area for memory (24), particularly in context represen-
tation (25), and previous studies have suggested that the global
matching signal in the hippocampus was associated with sub-
sequent true memory (26, 27). We then examined the effects of
modality and memory type on the ER-nGPS in the left and right
hippocampus (LHIP and RHIP), using anatomically defined
ROIs according to the Harvard–Oxford template (SI Appendix,
Fig. S4). We found greater ER-nGPS for VV than AV in both
LHIP [F(1,57) = 4.31, P = 0.03] and RHIP [F(1,57) = 6.82, P =
0.01]. Importantly, there was a significant interaction between
modality (AV vs. VV) and memory type (TO vs. FN) in the
LHIP (P = 0.04), though not in the RHIP (P = 0.22). In the
LHIP, the ER-nGPS was higher for TO than FN in VV (P =
0.004) but not in AV (P = 0.60), suggesting that the ER-nGPS in
the LHIP was associated with true memory strength, and, con-
sistent with its role in context representation, ER-nGPS was
stronger when the contexts of encoding and retrieval were
matched.
AV Showed Weaker Prefrontal Monitoring During Retrieval than Did
VV. The above analyses confirmed our first two hypotheses that
(i) VV and AV would have comparable memory signals sup-
porting both true and false memories in the prefrontal cortex and
(ii) AV would have a weaker true memory signal in the visual
cortex than would VV. As a result, the lures in the VV condition
could lead to a mismatch of memory signals (as indexed by the
ER-nGPS) between the prefrontal cortex (for both targets and
lures) and the visual cortex (for targets only), which triggers
Fig. 2. The ER-nGPS in the VV and AV groups. (A) The ER-nGPS was calculated by averaging the Fisher’s Z scores reflecting neural activation pattern similarity
of each test item with the neural activation patterns of all 72 studied items. It was calculated for the VV and AV groups, separately. (B) Conjunction analysis
for ER-nGPS in VV and AV. The ER-nGPS in the LMFG was associated with both true and false memories (i.e., TO > FN and LO > LN) for both VV and AV. (C) ER-
nGPS VV > AV: The ER-nGPS in the visual cortex (e.g., LdLOC) was associated with greater true memory (i.e., TO > FN) in VV than AV. In these brain images,
results were rendered onto a population-averaged atlas using the software Connectome Workbench (61). The bar graphs of ER-nGPS, as a function of
memory status, are shown for brain ROIs. Error bars indicate between-participant SEs.
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prefrontal monitoring processes at retrieval that could reject
lures and reduce false memory (21, 28, 29). In contrast, such a
mechanism should be weakened in the AV condition as both
targets and lures rely solely on the frontal memory signals, and
no memory signal for targets in the visual cortex could help to
differentiate true and false memories. Consistently, although
both AV and VV showed greater frontal activations to lures
compared with foils judged as new (SI Appendix, Tables S3 and
S4), direct comparison (i.e., VV [Lure-FN] − AV [Lure-FN])
revealed greater activation in the left lateral prefrontal cortex
(LPFC; MNI: −42, 28, 22, Z = 3.57) (Fig. 3 A and B). No brain
region showed greater univariate activations for Lure-FN in AV
than in VV.
If the increased LPFC activation truly reflected the discrep-
ancy between the different memory signals, it is reasonable to
predict that the LPFC activation at retrieval would be positively
correlated with the ER-nGPS mismatch for lures between the
LMFG (which reflected both true and false memories) and
LvLOC (which only reflected true memory). Indeed, we found
such positive correlations for lures in the VV group [r (27) =
0.62, P < 0.001] as well as in the AV group [r (28) = 0.43, P =
0.02] (Fig. 3 C and D).
AV Showed Greater Encoding Neural Global Semantic Similarity in the
Temporal Pole than Did VV. The above analyses confirmed our
main hypotheses that, compared with the VV condition, the AV
condition would lead to lower true memory signals in the visual
cortex and weakened monitoring process in the prefrontal cor-
tex. However, if modality mismatch was the only cause of
elevated false memories for AV, we would have expected
comparable false memories for AV and VA conditions, which
was consistently not the case. So what was special about auditory
learning? Our behavioral analysis showed that semantic simi-
larity had a greater effect on memory under the two auditory
learning conditions than under the two visual learning condi-
tions, suggesting greater semantic coding for the former. A
previous study also suggests that the semantic organization in the
temporal pole could also predict both true and false memories
(22). As a result, one would predict greater neural similarity
across encoded items for AV than VV in the brain regions
representing semantic information, such as the temporal pole.
To test this hypothesis, we computed the neural global semantic
similarity during encoding (EnGSS) for trials belonging to the
same semantic list (Fig. 4A). In particular, the EnGSS was cal-
culated by averaging the pairwise correlations of the neural ac-
tivation pattern of all eight words within a list and then averaging
them across all nine lists. If there was greater semantic encoding
for AV than VV, there should be greater EnGSS for AV than
VV in regions involved in semantic representations. Consistent
with our hypothesis, a whole-brain searchlight analysis showed
greater EnGSS for AV than VV in the left planum temporale
(LPT; MNI: −62, −14, 6, Z = 8.47) that extended to the left
temporal pole (LTP; MNI: −60, 8, −10, Z = 4.99), the right
central opercular cortex (ROC; MNI: 62, −14, 12, Z = 6.68) that
extended to the right temporal pole (RTP; MNI: 60, 6, 0, Z =
5.78), and the left occipital fusiform gyrus (LOF; MNI: −22,
−76, −22, Z = 5.55) (Fig. 4B). No brain region showed higher
EnGSS for VV than AV.
Focusing on the LTP and RTP, we further explored whether
their EnGSS could predict false memories. We found that across
subjects and conditions there was a significant positive correla-
tion between EnGSS and false memory rate in the RTP [r (57) =
0.35, P = 0.007], and a numerical trend in the LTP [r (57) = 0.20,
P = 0.12] but no correlation with true memory rate [r (57) =
−0.05 and −0.11, P > 0.41] (Fig. 4C). Moreover, across the nine
lists of words, we found a significant positive correlation between
EnGSS in the LTP and the mean false memory rate (averaged
across four critical lures for each word list) for the AV group
[r (7) = 0.72, P = 0.03], but not for the VV group [r (7) = −0.46,
P = 0.22]. No such correlation was found in the RTP for either
AV or VV group [r (7) = 0.47 and −0.28, P > 0.20]. These results
suggested that the semantic representation in the temporal
pole predicted higher false memories under the AV than VV
condition.
Controlling the Differences in the Univariate Activation Level at
Retrieval. The above analysis revealed significant differences in
neural pattern similarity between AV and VV, which could ac-
count for the former’s elevated false memories. To make sure
that these differences were not caused by univariate activation
levels, we did an additional univariate analysis. The results
revealed no significant difference between the VV and AV
conditions for either true memory (TO vs. FN) or false memory
(LO vs. LN). Conjunction analyses revealed the regions showing
common effects for both VV and AV conditions. Of these re-
gions, we found greater activations for TO than FN (i.e., true
memory) in the left frontal pole, left superior frontal gyrus,
PCUN, left dorsal occipital cortex, and right occipital pole (SI
Appendix, Fig. S5 and Table S4; also see SI Appendix, Figs.
S6 and S7 and Table S3 for results for AV and VV, separately)
but no significant difference for false memory (i.e., LO vs. LN).
We further conducted mixed-effect regression analyses to
control for the effect of univariate activation levels on the ER-
nGPS. These results suggested that, after controlling for the
univariate activation level, the ER-nGPS in the LMFG was still
associated with true and false memories (P < 0.003) and the ER-
nGPS in the LING was still associated with true memory (P <
0.001), but not associated with false memory (P = 0.37). Simi-
larly, after controlling for the univariate activation levels, the
interactions between modality (AV vs. VV) and true memory
Fig. 3. Greater prefrontal activation for monitoring process at retrieval in
the VV group than in the AV group. (A) The LPFC showed higher levels of
univariate brain activation for lures than foils judged as new (FN) at retrieval
in VV than in AV. (B) Bar graph of the retrieval neural activation level in the
LPFC as a function of memory status (Lure vs. FN). Error bars indicate
between-participant SEs. (C and D) Greater LPFC univariate brain activations
for lures were associated with higher ER-nGPS difference (LMFG − LvLOC) for
lures in VV and AV.
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strength (TO vs. FN) on the ER-nGPS in these three visual
cortex ROIs were still significant (P < 0.001).
Discussion
In two experiments we found a consistent modality effect on the
rate of false memories. That is, AV was associated with more
false memories and fewer true memories than VV. Furthermore,
the rate of true memories was affected more by the semantic
similarity under the auditory learning conditions than under the
visual learning conditions. Using fMRI and representational
similarity analysis, we found that compared with the VV group
the AV group showed less representational match between
encoding and retrieval in the visual cortex, greater semantic
encoding in the temporal pole, and weaker prefrontal monitor-
ing during retrieval. These results together provide a deeper
mechanistic understanding of the induction of false memory (SI
Appendix, Fig. S8).
Behavioral results from both experiments confirmed that the
AV condition showed higher rates of false memories and lower
rates of true memories than did the VV condition. This result
was consistent with a meta-analysis of 32 previous DRM exper-
iments, which showed about 10% higher false recognition in AV
than VV (29). It should be noted that one previous study found a
very different pattern of false memory across conditions (i.e.,
VA > VV > AV > AA) (30). In that study, researchers used a
within-subjects design with only three lures for each modality.
This small number of trials might have reduced the stability and
reproducibility of the results. In the current study, we used a
between-subjects design with 9 word lists and 36 lures (four lures
for each list), and our results were consistent with previous ex-
periments using either between-subjects (24 lures per subject) or
within-subjects designs (nine lures per modality) (4). Taken to-
gether, this behavioral pattern is robust and not affected by the
inclusion of a perceptual task between word lists or the experi-
mental conditions under the fMRI setup.
Guided by the TAP and global matching models, we employed
a way to link neural representations to true and false memories.
In particular, rather than simply examining the encoding–
retrieval similarity for a given item, we examined the neural pat-
tern similarity between an item at retrieval and all studied items
at encoding (i.e., ER-nGPS). We found that the matching of
episodic context between the test item and all studied items in
the LMFG was associated with both true and false memories
strength in AV and VV. This result replicated and extended a
previous finding that the ER-nGPS in the lateral frontal gyrus
was associated with both true and false memories (21). In par-
ticular, the commonality between auditory and visual modalities
suggests that this region contains supramodal mnemonic rep-
resentation that can be used to guide cross-modal decisions.
Consistently, previous studies using visual objects or abstract
shapes also found that activation in this region was associated
with both true and false memories (31, 32).
We further found several important differences between AV
and VV conditions which help to understand how contextual
match influences the rates of true and false memories. First, we
found higher rates of true memory in VV than AV for both
experiments, even though the level of true memory was already
quite high in both conditions. This behavioral result replicated
previous studies (29) and was consistent with the theoretical
framework that emphasizes the match between study and test
modalities (4, 11). Consistently, we found greater global
matching for true memory in the visual cortex and the LHIP for
the VV than AV conditions. The involvement of the visual cortex
in true memory under the VV condition replicated the finding of
a previous study using MVPA (21). These results suggest that the
encoding–retrieval similarity increases true memory (14). Our
Fig. 4. Greater EnGSS in the AV group than in the VV group. (A) The EnGSS was calculated by averaging the Fisher’s Z scores reflecting encoding neural
activation pattern similarity of 28 pairwise correlations for eight studied items within each word list. It was calculated for the VV and AV groups, separately.
(B). EnGSS AV > VV: Bilateral temporal pole (LTP and RTP) associated with greater EnGSS in AV than those in VV. Bar graphs of EnGSS in the AV and VV
conditions are shown for LTP and RTP. Error bars indicate SEs. (C) Greater EnGSS in bilateral temporal pole was associated with higher endorsement rate of
lures (judged as old at retrieval). Each dot represents a participant (AV in orange, VV in blue).
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finding may also help to explain why the results of visual cortex
were mixed in previous studies using univariate analysis. Spe-
cifically, early studies using the VV condition found greater vi-
sual cortex activation for true memory than false memory (33,
34), whereas those using the AV condition did not (35, 36).
We also found greater ER-nGPS in the hippocampus for the
VV than AV conditions, with the LHIP showing true memory
signal for VV but not AV. Unlike the visual cortex that mainly
reflects the modality match, the hippocampus has been impli-
cated in more general contextual representation (25). In partic-
ular, given the dentate gyrus/CA3’s role in pattern separation
and pattern completion, they should contribute to the encoding–
retrieval pattern similarity. Nevertheless, fMRI studies examin-
ing the global matching signal in the hippocampus have revealed
weak and inconsistent results (21, 23). In both the current study
and a previous study (21), no significant hippocampal signal was
found using whole-brain searchlight analysis, and only weak
differences between TO and FN were found in the LHIP. Two
previous studies examining the global matching signal during
encoding also reported inconsistent findings (26, 27). One study
found that the higher global matching signal in the medial
temporal lobe including the hippocampus was associated with
true memory (27), whereas the other study using high-resolution
fMRI found that lower global matching signal was associated
with better true memory (26). Due to the functional heteroge-
neity of the hippocampus (37) and its sparse representation of
item information (38), future studies with high-resolution fMRI
(26) and intracranial EEG (39) could help to elucidate the role
of hippocampal contextual representation in true and false
memories.
Second, we found that semantic coding in the temporal pole
(i.e., a “semantic hub” in the brain) also plays a role in how
modality influences false memories. Behavioral results suggested
that compared with visual learning, mnemonic judgment after
auditory learning was more influenced by semantic similarity,
likely due to enhanced semantic processing in auditory modality
(40). Our fMRI results further suggested that although there
were comparable levels of activation between the two modalities
(41, 42), auditory learning led to greater representational simi-
larity between semantically related words in the temporal pole,
which was in turn correlated with higher false memories. Sup-
porting the role of the temporal pole in semantically mediated
true and false memories, previous studies found that transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS) in the anterior temporal lobe re-
duced DRM false memory but did not affect true memory (43–
45). Our finding was also consistent with a recent fMRI study
which revealed that semantic representations in the temporal
pole determine the likelihood of false memory (22). Together,
the current study provides neural representational evidence that
auditory processing of words could enhance semantic-based
neural code in the temporal pole, which increases the likeli-
hood of semantic-induced false memory.
Third, we found that compared with the VV condition, the AV
condition reduced the involvement of the prefrontal monitoring
process, which contributed to the elevated rate of false memo-
ries. A strong involvement of the prefrontal cortex in the pro-
cessing of lures is predicted by the activation/monitoring model
(28) and is consistent with several previous studies (46, 47). In-
tuitively, we would predict that there might be greater need for
retrieval search and monitoring in the AV condition, as the
context was changed. Nevertheless, the behavioral data indicated
there was no difference in reaction time between AV and VV in
Exp. 2, and subjects in the AV group were even a little faster
than subjects in the VV group in TO and LO in Exp. 1 (P <
0.05). It has been recently suggested that the prefrontal cortex’s
involvement is triggered by the mismatch between different
sources of memory signals, including the signals from fronto-
parietal regions that did not differentiate true and false memo-
ries and the signals from the sensory cortex indicating true
memory (21). The current study replicated this finding and fur-
ther suggested that the same mechanism could account for the
diminished monitoring process in the AV condition, as both
targets and lures rely solely on the frontal memory signals.
Consistently, previous behavioral DRM studies suggest that,
compared with AV, the distinctive orthographic features from
VV may have promoted the monitoring process at retrieval (4, 5,
48). In addition, a previous event-related potential study using
common words also revealed a frontal component that could
differentiate old and new items in the VV condition but not in
the AV condition (49).
The reduced prefrontal monitoring process at retrieval also
has significant implications for our understanding of the false
memory phenomenon. For example, most existing studies using a
misinformation manipulation involved a mismatch in stimulus
modality, for example visual presentation of a witnessed event
but auditory presentation of misinformation afterward (6–8). As
suggested by the current study, this modality mismatch might
have reduced the engagement of the monitoring process and
increased the chance of successful implantation of false memo-
ries. In another study where the misinformation was presented in
the same modality, it was found that subsequent true memory
was associated with greater activation in the frontoparietal re-
gion, whereas subsequent false memories were associated with
less involvement of frontoparietal control regions and greater
engagement of bilateral temporal cortices (50). Future studies
should apply our methods to more ecological experimental de-
signs (8, 51) and directly compare the effect of modality match
on implanted false memories. Furthermore, perturbation of
prefrontal activity using either transcranial direct-current stim-
ulation and TMS or behavioral manipulation (e.g., a dual task)
might help to establish a causal role of the prefrontal cortex in
false memories and guide the development of novel brain-based
methods for memory manipulations.
Taken together, combining theoretical and computational
models and representational similarity analysis of neuroimaging
data, the current study demonstrated how a better understanding
of the formation of true and false memories under different
learning and test circumstances could be achieved by examining
the interactions of memory representations during encoding
and retrieval. These findings not only help to advance a more
mechanistic understanding of our malleable memory systems but
also have important practical implications for developing more
effective ways to enhance true memory and reduce false memory
in our educational, clinical, and legal practices (1).
Methods
Participants. In the behavioral study (Exp. 1), 118 participants (75 females and
43 males, mean age 22.14 ± 2.21 y, ranging from 17 to 28 y) were randomly
assigned into four groups (31, 29, 29, and 29 participants in AV, VV, AA, and
VA groups, respectively). In the fMRI study (Exp. 2), an independent sample
of 59 participants (28 females and 31 males, mean age 21.25 ± 1.45 y,
ranging from 18 to 25 y) was randomly assigned into two groups (30 and
29 participants in AV and VV, respectively). Age and gender were carefully
matched between groups in both experiments (P > 0.05). All participants
were right-handed Chinese college students who had normal vision and
hearing and no history of psychiatric or neurological diseases. Written con-
sent was obtained from each participant. This study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the State Key Laboratory of Cognitive Neu-
roscience and Learning at Beijing Normal University.
Materials. Nine word lists, each containing 12 two-character Chinese words
that describe one theme, were used in both two studies. Theywere translated
and adapted from materials used in Roediger and McDermott (2). For ex-
ample, one list included words like “dream,” “awake,” “bed,” “doze,”
“yawn,” “snore,” “drowsy,” “blanket,” “sleep,” “rest,” “tired,” and “pil-
low.” Of the 12 words in each list, 8 words were studied (only four of them
would be tested, that is, targets, such as “dream,” “bed,” “yawn,” and
“drowsy”) and the other four words were used as critical lures (e.g., “sleep,”
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“rest,” “tired,” and “pillow”). In addition, 36 semantically unrelated words
(e.g., “visit”) were used as foils in the recognition test. Study or test items
were presented either visually in the center of the computer screen or au-
ditorily in a female voice.
Experimental Design. There were four experimental conditions according to
the stimulus modality during encoding and recognition memory test: audi-
torily presented during both encoding and test (AA), auditorily presented
during encoding and visually presently during test (AV), visually presented
during encoding and auditorily presented during test (VA), and visually
presented during both encoding and test (VV) (Fig. 1A). Experimental ma-
terials and design were the same for both experiments, except that Exp.
1 was purely a behavioral study comparing all four conditions, whereas Exp.
2 was an fMRI study that included only the AV and VV conditions.
During the encoding phase, participants were explicitly instructed to in-
tentionally memorize each word presented and were told that there would
be a recognition test later. Before studying these words, participants were
warned that there would be some unstudied words which were semantically
related to the studied words in the following recognition test. As shown in
Fig. 1A, participants studied 72 words (i.e., nine word lists) over three ses-
sions/runs, each containing three word lists. These words were presented by
word list. Before the start of each word list, there was a 1-s visual cue (i.e.,
“List 1”). Each word was presented only once. The order of these eight
studied words within each word list and that of the nine word lists were
randomized across participants. For the fMRI study, a slow event-related
design (12 s for each trial) was used. Each trial started with a 1-s fixation
point, followed by a visually or auditorily presented Chinese word for 1 s. To
help the participants to remember these words, participants were asked to
make a pleasantness judgment on the word by pressing one of four buttons
with their left or right index finger or middle finger (1 = “very unpleasant,”
2 = “mildly unpleasant,” 3 = “mildly pleasant,” and 4 = “very pleasant”)
within 2 s. Three seconds after the onset of the word, participants were
asked to perform a perceptual judgment task for 8 s, which was included to
prevent the participants from further processing the studied words. A self-
paced procedure was used to make this task more engaging. A Gabor image
tilting 45° to the left or the right vertically was randomly presented on the
screen, and participants were asked to identify the orientation of the Gabor
by pressing two buttons (one left, four right). Participants were asked to
respond as quickly and accurately as possible. The next trial started 0.1 s
after participants’ response.
After studying all nine lists, participants were given a two-back working
memory task (using digital numbers as materials) for 10 min before they took
the recognition test. The working memory task served as a distractor task
between the encoding and retrieval phases and allowed time for an anatomic
MRI scan. During the recognition test, participants were asked to judge
whether they had studied the visually or auditorily presentedwords earlier by
pressing one of four buttons (1 = “Definitely new,” 2 = “Probably new,” 3 =
“Probably old,” and 4 = “Definitely old”). These confidence responses were
used to index memory strength. The use of right vs. left hand for old vs. new
response was counterbalanced across participants. In total, 108 words
(36 target words, 36 critical lures, and 36 foils) were presented over three
(scanning) sessions and the order was pseudorandomized. Following the
procedure used in previous studies (52, 53), three unstudied foil words were
placed at the beginning of each test run. The same slow event-related
design (12 s for each trial) as in the study phase was used for the
retrieval phase.
Behavioral Analysis. For memory performance, the endorsement rates were
calculated for targets (studied words), lures (semantically related unstudied
words), and foils (unrelated unstudied words) recognized as old (scored 3 or
4). As was done in a previous study (4), we corrected for the baseline using a
high-threshold correction procedure. The corrected true memory was
obtained by subtracting false recognition for foils (i.e., foils judged as old,
FO) from true recognition for targets (i.e., targets judged as old, TO); simi-
larly, the corrected false memory was obtained by subtracting false recog-
nition for foils (FO) from false recognition for lures (lures judged as old, LO).
For the recognition test in both studies, ANOVA was used to examined the
false memory effect (i.e., LO > FO), the effect of modality on the endorse-
ment rates for TO, LO, and FO, on the corrected true and false memories
(i.e., TO-FO and LO-FO), and on the reaction time of TO, LO, LN, and FN. To
examine the effect of semantic similarity on recognition memory, Pearson
correlations were calculated between sGS ratings and the memory scores in
the recognition test across items, separately for targets and lures and for
each modality group. The sGS was obtained by averaging the semantic
similarity of each target or lure to all studied words within a list, which were
collected in an independent sample (35 participants) from a previous study
using the same materials (21). Thus, each of the 36 targets or each of 36 lures
has a specific sGS score. The memory score for each target or lure was
obtained by averaging its memory rating (i.e., 1 ∼ 4) during the recogni-
tion test across participants in the current study, separately for each
modality group.
fMRI Data Collection and Preprocessing. All brain imaging scans were per-
formed on a 3.0 T Siemens Magnetom Trio scanner at Beijing Normal Uni-
versity Brain Imaging Center. A single-shot T2*-weighted gradient-echo,
echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence was used for functional imaging ac-
quisition with the following parameters: TR/TE/θ = 2,000 ms/25 ms/90°, field
of view (FOV) = 192 × 192 mm, matrix = 64 × 64, and slice thickness 3.0 mm.
Forty-one contiguous axial slices parallel to the AC–PC line were obtained to
cover the whole cerebrum and partial cerebellum.
Structural MRI was acquired using a T1-weighted, 3D, gradient-echo pulse-
sequence (MPRAGE). For subjects in the AV group, the parameters for this
sequence were T1/TR/TE/θ = 1,100 ms/2,530 ms/3.39 ms/7°, FOV = 256 ×
256 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, and slice thickness = 1.33 mm. A total of
144 sagittal slices were acquired to provide high-resolution structural images
of the whole brain. For subjects in the VV group, a refined structural MRI
was acquired, and parameters for this sequence were T1/TR/TE/θ = 800
ms/2,530 ms/3.09 ms/10°, FOV = 256 × 256 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, and slice
thickness = 1 mm. A total of 208 sagittal slices were acquired to provide
high-resolution structural images of the whole brain.
The FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) version 6.00, part of the FSL (FMRIB
software library, version 5.0.9; https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki) was used
for image preprocessing and statistical analysis. To allow for T1 equilibrium,
the scanner discarded the first three volumes before the task automatically.
Then, the remaining images were realigned to correct for head movements.
For all participants and sessions, translational movement parameters never
exceeded one voxel in any direction. A 5-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel was
used for spatially smoothing of the data. The data were then filtered tem-
porally using a nonlinear high-pass filter with a 90-s cutoff. We used a two-
step registration procedure (e.g., EPI images were first registered to the
MPRAGE structural image and then into the standard MNI space using affine
transformations). The FNIRT nonlinear registration was used for further re-
fining the registration from structural images to the standard space. Models
were constructed using the general linear model within the FILM module
of FSL.
Single-Item Response Estimation. We used general linear model to compute
the beta map for each of the 72 studied words during encoding and
108 words during retrieval in the VV and AV groups, separately (Fig. 2A). The
ER-nGPS was calculated by averaging Fisher’s Z scores of neural activation
pattern similarity (Pearson r) between each item (i) during retrieval (R) with
all other items (j) during encoding (E, from 1 to n). In this single-trial model,
the presentation of each stimulus was modeled as an impulse, and it con-
volved with a conical hemodynamic response function (double gamma) (54).
To obtain reliable estimates of single trial responses, the lease-square single
method was used. The beta values of each stimulus were used to calculate
the neural pattern similarity and used in the following statistical analysis.
Neural Global Pattern Similarity Between Encoding and Retrieval (ER-nGPS).
Using the searchlight method, we identified the brain regions whose neu-
ral global pattern similarity between encoding and retrieval was associated
with memory strength (55). For each voxel, we extracted signals from the
cubic ROI containing 125 surrounding voxels. For each tested item, we cal-
culated pairwise Pearson correlations between the activation patterns of this
item during retrieval with the activation pattern of all studied words during
encoding. We transformed these similarity scores into Fisher’s Z scores and
then averaged them to generate the ER-nGPS value. Four types of trials were
modeled, including targets judged as old (TO), lures judged as old (LO), lures
judged as new (LN), and foils judged as new (FN). The foils judged as old and
targets judged as new were not included because they were rare. The ER-
nGPS for each types of trials (TO, LO, LN, and FN) were then separately av-
eraged and contrasted at individual level. A random-effects model was used
for the group analysis. Since no first-level variance was available, an ordinary
least squares model was used.
First, we examined whether the ER-nGPS could predict both true and false
memories in AV or VV. Next, using a conjunction analysis (56) with the
easythresh.conj script in FSL, we explored the ER-nGPS for both AV and VV
groups, by examining the contrast (TO minus FN) shared by the AV and VV
groups. Moreover, we explored ER-nGPS differences (TO minus FN) on each
of the contrasts (AV minus VV or VV minus AV). Because we were interested
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in these neural indices in brain regions showing the effect of memory
strength in the AV and VV groups, we used a relatively liberal threshold to
find these regions (Z > 2.3 and a cluster probability of P < 0.05, corrected for
whole-brain multiple comparison using Gaussian random filed theory). Un-
less otherwise noted, the same threshold was used for all of ER-nGPS, EnGSS,
and univariate analyses. These analyses have sufficient power using the
current sample size based on previous studies (21, 57, 58).
Regions showing true memory effect for both VV and AV (the LMFG and
LING) and for VV only (the LdLOC, LvLOC, and RvLOC) were defined as ROIs.
These five ROIs were defined by including all of the voxels in each cluster
showing suprathreshold activation for each contrast. The mean ER-nGPS and
univariate activations of these ROIs for TO, LO, LN, and FN in AV and VV were
then extracted and analyzed. In these five ROIs, ANOVA was used to examine
whether the ER-nGPS was associated with false memories strength (i.e., LO >
LN) in AV and VV. We also examined the effect of ER-nGPS on true and false
memories after controlling for univarite activations in each of these ROIs.
In addition, due to the special role of hippocampus in memory, we further
examined the ER-nGPS in the anatomically defined hippocampus ROIs, based
on the Harvard–Oxford probabilities atlas (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).
EnGSS. We used MVPA to examine the EnGSS between eight studied words
within each word list for the AV and VV groups, separately (Fig. 4A). The
searchlight method (5 × 5 × 5 voxels cubic) was used. For a searchlight
sphere, the multivoxel response pattern for each of the 28 pairs of corre-
lations between these eight studied words within each list was extracted for
each participant separately. All similarity scores were transformed into
Fisher’s Z scores for further statistical analysis. Pattern similarities were es-
timated by calculating the pairwise Pearson correlation among each trial’s
response pattern within each word list and then averaged across nine word
lists. To examine the modality-specific encoding, we compared different
modality (AV minus VV or VV minus AV). The searchlight analysis was con-
ducted in the native space for each participant and then transformed into
standard space for group analysis. A random-effects model was used for
group analysis. Because no first-level variance was available, an ordinary
least squares model was used.
Because the temporal pole plays a key role in semantic encoding related to
false memory (22), we defined two ROIs (the LTP and RTP) by including all
voxels showing significantly greater EnGSS for AV than VV within the ana-
tomical boundary of temporal pole, based on the Harvard–Oxford template.
The mean EnGSS of these ROIs in AV and VV were then extracted and cor-
related with the TO and LO across subjects. Next, across nine word lists in the
AV or VV group, we explored the correlations between the EnGSS in TP and
the mean false memory rate (averaged across four critical lures for each
word list).
Univariate Activation-Based Analysis for the Retrieval Phase. During the re-
trieval phase, four types of trials were modeled, including TO, LO, LN, and FN.
We explored the univariate activations for true memory (TO vs. FN), false
memory (LO vs. LN), and monitoring process (Lure [LO and LN] vs. FN) in AV
and VV, separately. A higher-level analysis involved cross-run contrasts for
each participant used a fixed-effects model. These contrasts were then used
for group analysis with a random-effects model, using full FMRIB’s Local
Analysis of Mixed Effect 1+2 with automatic outlier detection (59, 60). We
examined the common activation for AV and VV using a conjunction analysis
(56). To examine our hypothesis, we further examined the activation dif-
ferences between AV and VV in monitoring processes, using the small vol-
ume correction to restrict our search in the left inferior and middle frontal
gyri based on previous studies (21). Focusing on the LPFC region showing
different activations for AV and VV in monitoring processing (by including
all voxels showing suprathrehold activation), we correlated the univariate
activation for lures in the LPFC and the ER-nGPS difference (LMFG – LvLOC)
(i.e., calculated by subtracting the ER-nGPS in the LvLOC from that in the
LMFG), separately for VV and AV groups.
Data Availability. Data and materials are available at https://openneuro.org/
datasets/ds001650.
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